The most magnificent Creators don't
want to get together with people who
think just like they do. They're looking
for people who have other thoughts,
because out of the contradiction,
comes ideas that could not be born out
of sameness. Your relationships will be
ultimately more if you're not identical
twins just "yessing, yessing, yessing"
to everything that the other one is about.
~~Abraham Hicks LA, California July 24, 1999

Note from the editor:
Wow! Talk about a harvest. This issue of The Magic Happens is another
rich cornucopia of inspiration from our talented contributors. Our goal
here each month is to be an advocate of living now in personal freedom,
to be an example to those seeking personal freedom, to provide
entertaining, interesting and growth promoting content while assembling a
team of thriving contributors to offer many examples.
And the bonus for us, besides creating a magazine that we are all
incredibly proud of, is that we also learn a thing or two along the way. I
particularly feel that way about this issue.
In this Fall Issue you'll find the authentic voice of Bob Rush sharing his
thoughts and insights when facing a major life change in Bringing It
Home. For those in areas experiencing the powerful hand of Mother
Nature in ways that sometimes seem to contrast desires you'll find special
appreciation for Jennifer Burrows Walk on the Wild Side. As always
you'll find humor and insight in David Franklin Farkas' column, Fluff Your
Wild Arugala and Annette Aben will once again knock on the door of
your inner child with her contribution, Autumn. You are also in for a treat
this issue from Deliese Eros with The Spice for Sexual Fulfillment is
Variety. And don't miss the insightful wisdom generously delivered with
wit by David Franklin Farkas in The Long Way is The Short Way.
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And of course... there is the magic and mystery that even I am unaware
of as I write this. I hope after reading this issue you, too, come away with
something unexpected!
Let me know what it is and add to the
magic and joy by joining us over at

The Magic Happens Community
Online. Let us know what you FEEL
about this issue of The Magic
Happens magazine.
Much love and laughter,
Deliberately evolving,

--Mary K Weinhagen
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EXPECT MIRACLES!
Editor-in-Chief & Ambassador of Play!

Mary K Weinhagen
magMaryK@TheMagicHappens.com
http://YouMakeItUp.com
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